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Abstract: Fatigue of filament wound materials was investi-
gated using Digital Image Correlation DIC monitoring every
50th cycle of a high cycle fatigue test of a split disk ring
sample. The ring was cut from a filament wound glass fiber
reinforced polymer pressure vessel and had a hole. The
strain field redistributed over time, lowering and moving
strain concentrations. The redistributive behavior wasmost
extensive in areas that later developed local fiber failure,
which soon led to catastrophic failure. Microscopy was car-
ried out on partially fatigued material. Damage evolved as
matrix cracks and matrix splitting of groups of fibers and
complete debonding of single fibers. This occurred at bor-
ders of voids and matrix cracks, easing progressive fiber
failure. It was concluded that fatigue in filament wound
composites has an extensive matrix damage phase before
final failure. Fibers could locally withstand strains close
to and above the static failure strain for considerable num-
ber of cycles if little local strain field redistribution was
observed. The used method was able to detect changes
in the strain fields that preceded catastrophic failure. It
was concluded that DIC combined with the post processing
methods presented may serve as a valuable tool for struc-
tural integrity monitoring of composite pressure vessels
over time.

Keywords: Composites; Filament Winding; Fatigue; Digital
Image Correlation; Progressive damage; Strain Fields

1 Introduction
Composite pressure vessels are widely used for transport-
ing and storing gas, especially hydrogen. Understanding
how fatigue damage initiates and grows is critical for this
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application and for further development of predictive mod-
els. The current design/verification standards demand full
scale testing of every new pressure vessel design driving
up development cost. Additionally there are very tight tol-
erances on wear and damage from use, leading to potential
premature decommissioning. A better understanding of the
long-term properties can optimize the use of composite ma-
terials and simplify the testing requirements, giving leaner
and cheaper designs [1–6].

Testing of composite pressure vessels can be simplified
by testing of curved filament wound samples as an alter-
native to tedious full scale testing of the vessels. Currently,
the split disk method is perhaps the most pragmatic and
easy to use. The method does introduce complexities that
need addressing. Most critical being the influence of the
split on the through thickness strain fields. Prior research
suggests that the strain concentration introduced through
friction between the split of the disk and the specimen is
negligible provided that the friction between sample and
disk is low [7, 8]. However, through thickness strain concen-
trations will arise from bending [9]. These will be located
at the outside surface at the split and inside surface at the
center, as indicated in green squares and lines in Figure 1.
The hole in the specimen was introduced to further con-
centrate the strain simulating damage in a pressure vessel.
The hole concentrates the strain to four known points as
indicated by black circles in Figure 1.

The non-homogenous nature of composites, such as
variations in the fiber and matrix distribution, makes tradi-
tional single point strain monitoring methods insufficient,
such as strain gauges. Knowledge of the entire strain field
would be needed. This particularly applies when studying
damage evolution,where strain fieldsmay change over time
due to progressive damage development. With the advent
of ever larger processing power of computers it is now pos-
sible to use full field strain monitoring technologies with a
data acquisition frequency suitable for fatigue testing. One
such high-resolution monitoring method is Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) strain monitoring.

Matrix voids and layer thickness in particular tend to
vary extensively throughout the layup when using filament
winding [10]. Layer thickness will naturally affect the local
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Figure 1: Schematic illustrating the strain concentration from bend-
ing in a split disk sample in green squares and lines and the further
concentration introduced with a hole. Arrows and circles further
highlight the strain concentrations.

strain fields through varying amounts of loadbearing ma-
terial. Matrix voids affect the mechanical properties and
strength of unidirectional composite materials to a great ex-
tent, particularly under cyclic loading, as shown by several
recent publications [11–15]. It is therefore to be expected
that fatigue damage in a filament wound component will be
dominated by matrix damage and also have a considerable
scatter and variation inmechanical properties, lifetime and
strain fields. The possible spatial variation of properties
makes DIC a particularly useful monitoring method, since
DIC can monitor the entire surface of the test specimen.

DIC has been shown to be a powerful tool for monitor-
ing composite fatigue. Prior studies utilizing DIC [16–18]
have concluded that there is extensive strain field evolu-
tion and damage development throughout the fatigue life.
Post processing high frequency DIC data is however com-
putationally expensive. Little effort has so far been made
to tailor the post processing to better highlight fatigue dam-
age growth of composites besides acknowledging that it
can be extensive and progressive. For static properties how-
ever, some efforts have been made. He et al. [19] used DIC
of short beam shear tests combined with a finite element
iterative algorithm to find mechanical constants. He’s al-
gorithm matched the FEA strain field with the DIC strain
field by iteratively changing the mechanical constants and
a consistent convergence was found.

DIC is a good candidate for structural integrity moni-
toring of pressure vessels. A potential alternative is optical
fibers embedded in the vessel’s laminate. They have re-
cently been tested as an integritymonitoring tool for fatigue
and impact damage, most notably byMunzke et al. [20] and
Saeter et al. [21]. Both studies found that while the tech-

nology provided the desired information and gave good
indication of the structural integrity, noise and measure-
ment failure from wear on the optical fibers was an issue.
In addition, the embedding of the optical fibers into the
pressure vessel is an elaborate process. Unlike DIC, optical
fibers or strain gauges may only capture the strain in the di-
rection they are mounted, while DIC captures the full field
strain in all directions. Post processing signals from opti-
cal fibers using the Rayleigh Backscatter method, virtual
gauge lengths may be down to 5 mm. The Rayleigh method
is the optical fiber post processing method that gives the
highest spatial resolution, on par with conventional strain
gauges. The virtual gauges may be placed with 1 mm inter-
vals, giving 1.5 mm overlap [21, 22]. The DIC on the other
hand have a spatial resolution that is only dependent on
the speckle pattern and camera resolution, in theory this
may therefor be down to the atomistic level. In practical
engineering terms using conventional equipment, the res-
olution can easily be down to 0.5 mm gauge length, with
intervals that can easily be 1/10 of the gauge length, such
as used in this study. The only drawback of DIC is that it
may not perform measurements at the very high frequency
regime which strain gauges may be able to. However, DIC
is a rapidly evolving technology and any weaknesses of
today may be solved tomorrow. Advanced software is freely
available on the net [23–25] and it is seeing a rapid develop-
ment commercially, such as being embedded in commercial
cellphones [26]. It’s therefore a technology with a high sci-
entific potential. Identifying its possible appliances, such
as for structural health monitoring of pressure vessels and
damage development in composites, is the first step on the
way to introduce DIC to new fields, where it may give high
gains.

This paper investigates mechanical fatigue in a fila-
ment wound ring with a hole tested by the split disks
method monitored with DIC. The hole was introduced to
investigate how fatigue damage evolves around a strain
concentrator, simulating damage in a pressure vessel. The
study looks into the changes of the surface strain field with
increasing number of cycles around several strain concen-
trators to explain the scatter and evolution of fatigue dam-
age that may be inherent with filament wound materials.
This paper also suggests how the DIC post processing meth-
ods used may serve as a valuable structural integrity moni-
toring tool for pressure vessels in use.
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2 Experimental setup

2.1 Split disks

The fatigue test was performed on a composite ring cut
from a pressure vessel loaded by a split disk in a tension
rig. The split disks and the sample had equal dimensions;
50 mm wide and 140 mm in diameter, see schematic in
Figure 2. The disks were split by an 11 mm gap, as can be
seen in Figure 2. The split disk setup with sample installed
can be seen in Figure 3. To minimize the friction between
the sample and the disks, industrial grease was used as
lubricant. The split disk rig was designed for loads up to
100 kN, roughly twice the testing load.

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the split disks.

Figure 3: Split disk setup with composite ring installed. Cameras
on each side and strong lights to provide enough light for the short
shutter speed.

2.2 DIC setup

Figure 3 shows the DIC setup, a system from isi-sys. Two
cameras were employed, one on each side of the split disk
to be sure to capture damage development on both sides.
2D DIC was used as only the area around the hole was of
interest, here the total curvature over the camera frame
was deemed too low to necessitate 3D DIC. The shutter
speed was set as low as possible without compromising
brightness. Strong light sources were used to accommodate
the short shutter speed. The cameras where synchronized
against the test machine’s force output, taking pictures at
peak load. The image acquisition period (cycles between
each picture) was 50 cycles.

The DIC resolution was checked and peak strain was
found to converge for the chosen resolution. When using
DIC to capture steep strain gradients in high strain areas,
some noise will result [27, 28]. A running average over 1000
cycles was used to smooth the strain data in each point.

2.3 Loading scheme

The test sample was fatigue loaded with a sinusoidal load
vs. time sequence. Themaximum load was 40 kN and the R-
ratio was 0.1. Failure occurred at 127815 cycles. The R-ratio
of 0.1 is typically used in testing and is a reasonable R-ratio
for a pressure vessel in use, with pressures ranging from
almost empty to full. The load frequency was set to 1 Hz.
This is quite low, but any higher frequency caused exces-
sive frictional heat and subsequent heat affected epoxy, as
investigated during preliminary tests on other rings from
the same pressure vessel.

3 Materials and fabrication

3.1 Samples

The split disk test sample was cut from a filament wound
pressure vessel woundwith a layup of [±89∘2 , ±15∘1, ±89∘2,
±15∘1]. Using the filament winding production method, it
is not possible using conventional approaches to manu-
facture laminates with exactly straight angles in the hoop
direction and particularly the axial direction; which has
to be helically wound. 89∘ (nearly hoop) and 15∘ (nearly
axial) were the highest/lowest angles that were possible to
produce without compromising on quality given the fila-
ment winding machine and mandrel used. The layup was
chosen based on the following requirements.
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• Base the layup on a [~90∘,~0∘]n layup as this is a
commonly used layup in pressure vessels.

• Avoid extensive matrix splitting along the fibers in
the loadbearing layers.

• No more than four hoop layers to avoid exceeding
the maximum force limit of the test machine.

• Have the inner layer as a non-loadbearing layer to
hinder any friction between the splits of the disk and
the inner layer affecting the loadbearing layers.

• No more than two helical layers to keep production
time within the pot life of the epoxy. (Winding helical
layers is time consuming.)

• Keep overall thickness low to hinder too big variation
in through thickness strains.

Experience suggests that having only hoop layers in the
layup induces extensive matrix splitting along the fibers
when testing with the split disk method. Essentially split-
ting the sample into several smaller samples. This is partic-
ularly true for samples with a natural strain concentration
inducing shear strains, such as the hole used in this study.
Axial layers hinder this behavior as they can transfer some
of the shear, particularly if distributed evenly across the
layup. With the epoxy, filament winding machine and fiber

used in this study the [±89∘2 , ±15∘1 , ±89∘2 , ±15∘1] was judged
as being the best compromise given the mentioned con-
straints.

The geometry of the sample can be seen in Figure 4, θ
indicates winding angle. The 20 mm hole was machined
with a 20 mmmilling tool, 40200-HEMI produced by Seco
Tools, which assured minimal fiber and matrix damage
around the circumference. To ensure a smooth exit of the
tool at the inside of the sample, the holes were machined
with a polyethylene liner tightened against the composite
ring.

The fiber in the vessel was HiPerTex W2020 produced
by 3B [29] with resin Epikote MGS RIMR 135 mixed with
curing agent Epikure RIMH 137, both produced by Momen-
tive [30]. The winding mandrel, a 140 mm outer diameter
polyethylene pipe with steel domes was cut and extracted
after winding. The epoxy does not bond to polyethylene
and the coefficient of thermal expansion is higher for the
PE than the epoxy, making for easy extraction of the liner
when cooled to or below freezing. Curing was done for 15
hours at 80∘C.

Figure 4: Composite ring sample geometry.
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Figure 5:Microscopy of the pressure vessel.

Figure 6: Detailed microscopy showing individual fibers.

3.2 Material characterization

A material characterization was carried out using burn-off
testing and microscopy to assess the fiber volume fraction,
void content and typical variation in layer thickness. The
burn-off test gave a fiber volume fraction of 0.52 using the
procedure described in ASTM D3171 – 15 [31]. However, as
noted by E. Hugaas [32], when using burn-off testing, any
voids will give an artificially high fiber volume fraction.
Looking at the microscopy picture in Figure 5 it is evident
that the void content is considerable and the actual volume
fraction of fibers is consequently lower. Figure 6 shows de-
tailed microscopy down on the individual fiber level. Con-
sequently the actual volume fraction of matrix is also low,
while the volume fraction of free space is relatively high.
The fiber volume fractionmeasured here is typical for many
structuresmade by filament windingwhile it would be high
for typical flat panels made by vacuum assisted resin infu-
sion or pre-preg consolidation.

Also evident in the microscopy is a considerable vari-
ation in layer thickness. As strain rather than stress is the
property of interest for the work in this paper, the volume

Table 1:Material properties.

Material
parameter

Value Perillo
[10]

Value 3B
[29]

Unit

E1 33.06 (38.6) - GPa
Xt 732 (855) - MPa
ϵ̂1t 22150

(Xt/E1)
31000-
33000

Microstrain

fraction matters less as the failure strain of the fiber is not
affected. However, it will influence the fatigue properties
through faster matrix crack growth with more voids [14].
Table 1 shows properties of the used material previously
measured by Perillo [10], along with the maximum strain
for the fiber from the fiber supplier, 3B [29]. The maximum
stress in fiber direction for the data fromPerillo was linearly
converted tomaximum strain by equation (1). Only themax-
imum fiber strain was available from the fiber supplier as
they do not have test data for this particular combination
of constituents. As can be seen, there is a big difference
between 3B’s and Perillo’s maximum strain. The deviation
is likely due to a more idealized test setup for the supplier’s
data and more careful handling of the fibers than in the
filament winding machine.

ϵ̂1t =
Xt
E1

(1)

4 Results

4.1 DIC

Line sliceswere used to investigate strain development over
the highest strained cross sections. Figure 7 shows schemat-
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Figure 7: Schematic description of a line slice.

Figure 8: Line slices over hoop strain contour plot at failure. First
point of failure in the surface material is indicated by the voids
inside the black line slice. Notice also the shear splitting along
the tangent to the hole, leaving the center with little load bearing
material.

ically how line slices were defined and how the shift of peak
strain was defined on the line slices. The peak strain shift
was used as a measure of strain field redistribution. Due
to the inherent non-uniform strain distribution, line slices
had to be defined over a width as well as a length to capture
all relevant strain fields that would otherwise be located at
the intended line slice provided a perfect material.

The line sliceswere located at the interesting areaswith
strain concentrations shown in the contour plot given in
Figure 8 for hoop strain within 50 cycles from the failure
cycle. Shift of peak strain and Strain Concentration Factor
(SCF) plots for the slices can be seen in Figure 9. The peak
strain shift zero value is relative to where the peak strain
was in the first cycle recorded by the DIC (therefor all strain

shifts starts at 0 mm). Catastrophic failure was initiated
as fiber failure inside the black line slice indicated by the
voids in the left side of the slice. Fiber failures developed
over the last 400 cycles before catastrophic failure. Exten-
sive shear splitting along the tangents to the hole can be
seen as tangential white voids. The shear splits were initi-
ated already during the first cycle and grew progressively
throughout cycling. Note: Bending lowers the strain in the
center as depicted in Figure 1.

The strains along the cross section in the line sliceswith
most and least strain redistribution are shown in Figure 10
and Figure 11 for different fatigue cycles. The line slices are
the black and orange line slices shown in Figure 8.

4.2 Microscopy

At ultimate failure the ring specimen broke into two parts
on only one side near the hole. All strain evaluations pre-
sented above were done for the side that failed. The other
side had similar partial damage developing near the second
hole. This side was used for investigating partial damage
by microscopy. Small samples could be cut out and pol-
ished for the investigation having internal damage from
fatigue that is not affected by the final catastrophic failure
happening on the other side of the ring specimen.

Figure 12 showsmicroscopy from the bottomhoop layer
close to the split of the intact side of the ring, a cross section
with high strains where it was deemed likely to also find
damage. As can be seen there is extensive matrix cracking
(red lines) running between voids in the matrix and along
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Figure 9: SCF (Maximum strain/average strain) over line slices with the peak strain shift. As can be seen, the SCF is proportional to the
redistribution and is steadily falling and lower for the areas with the most redistribution, black and green.

Figure 10:Maximum hoop strain over the black line slice with location of peak strain over the line slice thickness plotted. As can be seen
there is extensive redistribution occurring.
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Figure 11:Maximum hoop strain over the orange line slice with location of peak strain plotted, despite high local strains, there is little
redistribution due to low strains in the area surrounding peak strain at 10 mm.

Figure 12:Microscopy of the most strained intact side of the ring with matrix cracks indicated. The green square refers to Figure 13.

the layer interfaces as delamination. This supports thework
by Plumtree and Shi [33] and Maragoni et al. [12, 14] who
found that matrix voids ease matrix cracking in fatigue and
that matrix cracks prefer to propagate in between voids.

Figure 13 shows the green area outlined in Figure 12.
The areas highlighted in red can be seen to contain
debonded fibers and some split of groups of fibers. What
may be fractured material can also be seen to be spread as
“dust”. The matrix splitting and debonding can be seen to
have nucleated from the walls of matrix voids and cracks.

Figure 14 shows the fracture, where the DIC results are
from. Due to the evidently chaotic nature of the fracture,
SEM or microscopy of the fracture was impractical. The mi-
croscopy of the damagedmaterial in Figure 12 and Figure 13

was found sufficient to give support to the findings from
the strain graphs. The image of the fracture does however
highlight where and how catastrophic failure progressed.
As can be seen, fiber failure follow the high strain areas in
the DIC images outlined with the same colors as in Figure 8.
The fiber failures can be seen to “jump” from side to side
across the center, likely as an effect of where matrix dam-
age extended across the sample. Inside the black rectangle
in Figure 14 it is possible to identify the first fiber failure
observed as voids inside the black rectangle in Figure 8, the
fiber failure is outlined with red arrows in the figure.
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Figure 13: Zoomed area from Figure 12. As can be seen, fiber groups
have split from the bulk material and some fibers have completely
debonded; here fiber failures can easily interconnect. Red circles
highlight the most damaged areas.

Figure 14: Image of the failed specimen with fiber failure origins
outlined in colored squares. The final fracture line runs along both
upper and lower side of the specimen and the fiber failures “jump”
across the center of the specimen. First fiber failure from the DIC
contour plot in Figure 8 is outlined.

4.3 Discussion

There is a varying redistribution of strain near the hole for
the different line slices and a marked lowering of the Strain
Concentration Factor (SCF), as presented in Figure 9. The
largest shift of the position of the peak strain was 12.5 mm
happening in the black line slice. The change of SCF was
only from 1.2 to 1.05. The highest change in SCF was from
about 1.35 to 1.1 for the red and yellow line slices. In both
cases the peak strain position remained constant through
most of the fatigue life and changed by 6 to 10 mm over the
last few hundred cycles. Somewhat surprisingly the first
fiber failure happened in the black line slice. This slice has
the lowest SCF and lowest peak strain, evident by compar-
ing Figure 10 and Figure 11. The black line slice did however
have the highest average strain over the cross section, also
evident by comparing Figure 10 and Figure 11.

For fiber failure to progress through the layup and
cause loss of structural integrity (catastrophic failure), the
matrix has to be sufficiently damaged for fiber failures to
coalesce [34, 35]. Considering the fact that fiber failure in
this test is sudden, the redistribution of strain is likely an
attribute of matrix damage. Supporting this is also the fact
that any fiber failure would likely increase the SCF, not
lower it, such as for a propagating crack tip. Matrix damage
on the other hand reduces the shear stiffness, hindering
forces to be transferred between fibers and thus lowering
the effect of geometric strain concentrators. The effect is
schematically explained in Figure 15. Matrix damage also
includes delamination, as indicated in the figure, butwhich
is difficult to measure directly by DIC. The reason why the
orange line slice can sustain higher point wise strains than
the black is likely due to less matrix damage development,
as evident by the smaller strain shift and higher SCF for
this area.

For both the orange and the black line slice, peak strain
is at or above the ultimate static strain to failure of 22150
microstrain (obtained from standard coupon testing) for a
considerable spanof cycles, almost 9000 cycles. The orange
line slice has strains in the vicinity of the strain to failure
reported by the fiber’s producer when approaching the last
cycles before failure, about 30000-35000 microstrain. This
is around 5000 microstrain higher than the black line slice
for the same cycle. Again, the orange line slice can likely
sustain such high strains due to it having a relatively small
amount of matrix damage locally so that any fiber failure
may not progress. For both the black and the orange line
slices, the high strain relative to the average coupon test
strain is an attribute of that the actual strains are measured
locally. The strains are not averaged over a larger area or es-
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Figure 15: Effect of loss of shear stiffness through matrix damage on the strain distribution around a notch.

timated based on global displacement from a test machine,
as in a coupon test.

Looking at the microscopy in Figure 5 the void content
is extensive (but typical for many filament wound struc-
tures), which is also apparent in the damaged cross section
in Figure 12. As evident in Figure 13 fibers and groups of
fibers have debonded at matrix cracks and voids, where
they are initially free at one side. Compared to the non-
fatigued microscopy in Figure 5 and Figure 6 the difference
is evident, it contains no cracks and debonding. Debond-
ing is a known failure mechanism in fatigue of compos-
ites [33, 36]. The fact that debonding prefers to occur inside
voids and along matrix cracks however explains why voids
are detrimental to fatigue performance, as concluded by
several past studies [11–15]. Not only do voids facilitate
faster propagation of matrix cracks, they also serve as nu-
cleus for fiber debonding. The extent of voids in the mi-
croscopy further explains why the strain redistribution is
extensive and damage apparently matrix driven. Further,
the apparent variation in void content, fiber density and
layer thickness explains why damage development varies
to such a great extent over the specimen. The variation is an-
other attribute of the filament winding production method.

Composites are often used as replacement for steel in
design. Fatigue life in design of steel components is usu-
ally calculated as life until crack initiation. This is done at
hotspots, which are highly stressed points with a geometric
strain concentrator [37], such as the hole in this study. Upon
crack initiation, damage progression is rapid and the struc-
tural integrity is soon lost. Fatigue damage in composites

is different, as demonstrated in this study. Fatigue damage
initiates in the matrix. Matrix damage does not necessarily
evolve at points with a high strain concentration factor, it
will prefer to evolve in areas with high overall strain, be-
cause this increases the likelihood of a locally weakened
matrix (e.g. by a void) being exposed to a high strain cre-
ating local damage. When the matrix is sufficiently dam-
aged, fiber failure may rapidly progress through the mate-
rial, comparable to the crack growth phase for steels. While
the strain distribution changes little for steel components
under fatigue loading before crack initiation, composites
may undergo major strain field changes as fatigue matrix
damage redistributes strain. Fatigue in composites therefor
has an additional phase before the crack initiation phase,
the matrix damage phase. This phase has been suggested
before [38], but not measured directly on the strain field
evolution as here. Depending on the component’s shape,
laminate buildup and loading condition, this phase may be
critical or not. For components designed towithstand shear,
matrix cracking is critical. Matrix cracking is not critical in
the main cylindrical part of pressure vessels, because the
inner liner keeps the vessel tight. The fibers are the load-
bearing constituents, especially in a cross ply layup in an
even stress/strain field without stress concentration points.
In such a layup, matrix damage will lessen the effect of geo-
metric strain concentrators as the strain field redistributes
and will be positive in this respect.

An aspect of the presented work that is not taken into
account is the size and shape of the introduced defect, and
how this may affect the strain fields and damage develop-
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ment. While damage progression naturally will vary with
the imperfections’ geometry it is unlikely that it will devi-
ate on the basic principles outlined here; matrix damage
and redistribution. Therefor the aspect of the defect shape
and size has not been subject for investigation, finding the
failure mechanisms and how they may be monitored is the
focus of this work.

Due to the inherent big local variation in void content
of filament wound composites and not knowing where the
regions with high void content are, matrix damage growth
will always be difficult to analytically estimate. Conserva-
tive worst-case situations may be modeled, but they may
predict quite wrong damage development. Statistical meth-
ods may be used to model different distributions of voids,
but such models will be complicated. This work has shown
that monitoring strains by DIC may be a good alternative
to modelling in some cases. As laid out in the introduction
it may serve as a good in-service health monitoring tool
of composite pressure vessels. Any change in the strain
field would be a warning of damage having developed. If
the new strain field remains constant with time (increasing
number of cycles) it would indicate a somewhat weakened
but stable structural integrity. If the strain field changes,
the peak strains shift, more severe fiber dominated damage
may eventually develop.

Strain monitoring with DIC will always depend on the
speckle pattern and resolution of the cameras. The two
are the main assumptions for the method’s functionality.
In this work, the DIC resolution was as fine as possible
given the used speckle pattern. Provided a finer speckle
pattern, the resolution could naturally have been finer and
more detailed strain data acquired. A resolution sensitivity
study was however carried out and strain field convergence
was found for the chosen resolution. When working in the
fine resolution regime of any speckle pattern noise may
result [28]. The strength of the used method when working
in the fine resolution regime is it’s noise reduction over the
time dimension, the alternative being smoothing over the
space dimension in each frame. When smoothing over the
space dimension, strain is compared to the neighboring
strain, which will be different from the strain in the data
point of interest to start with. When smoothing over time,
the strain in the same point should remain reasonably sta-
ble over the averaged cycles (here 1000). Any noise reduc-
tion will make the strain in the datapoint converge towards
the actual value and not the neighboring average strain, as
for smoothing over the space dimension. The smoothing
over time is only possible due to the high frequency of the
data. The necessary resolution when dealing with compos-
ites will depend on the material and geometry. For other
constituents and geometries the damage development may

happen at a smaller scale than for the GFRPmaterial in this
work and a higher resolution necessary to find the same
mechanisms as here. The question is however at what scale
it is necessary to observe damagemechanisms in amaterial
or in a geometry. Damage may occur that is non critical to
the strain fields and the structural integrity. In this study,
the fact that the strain redistribution clearly develops most
extensively for the material sustaining damage first sug-
gests that the resolution is sufficiently fine. Studying strains
in the matrix associated directions may also open up for a
clearer picture of how the material behave. For this study
this was not done out of a scope consideration, but is a
good suggestion for further work.

Either standalone or in combination with other health
monitoring technologies DIC may serve as a valuable struc-
tural integrity tool for pressure vessels. Compared to the
optical fiber structural healthmonitoringmethod suggested
by Munzke et al. [20] the presented method has much less
noise and is able to give more detailed information on why
and how damage develops, at least on the experimental
stage. In order for optical fibers or single point strain gauges
to catch the same mechanisms, they have to be placed
where damage develops and in relatively big numbers. A
strain gauge or optical fiber placed where damage was ini-
tially thought to develop may therefore not properly catch
the strain field development in case the strain field changes
with damage. Optical fibers would not be able to give curves
with this little noise and this resolution. The fluctuations
in the DIC strain would not be possible to catch using 5
mm gauge length, very easily concluded by simply imagin-
ing 5 mm strain gauges placed over the x axis in the strain
curves in Figures 10–11. Optical fibers with the Rayleigh
backscattermethodwould also not be able to capture strain
in anything but a static loadcase. The acquisition time is far
longer than the shutter speed of the used cameras for DIC,
giving noise if the load is changed during the acquisition.
Additionally, for such high strains, the running reference
method would have to be used and still then strains in the
30000microstrain rangewould be close to the failure strain
of the optical fiber itself [21]. The running reference method
would demand stepwise static loading and make fatigue
testing extremely time consuming. Strain gauges would be
the only practical alternative for monitoring. DIC and strain
gauges are hardly comparable as one gauge may give one
datapoint out of a thousand or more for the DIC and in only
one out of three directions (fiber, matrix and shear). Addi-
tionally, the durability issues with the optical fiber reported
by Munzke and also Saeter [21] is evidently not a problem
with DIC, being much more convenient to implement. On
top of all this, the amount of data available when using DIC
compared to any other method allows the data processing
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competent user to play with the data and find trends that
is not possible to discover with other methods, such as the
redistribution found in this study. The authors do however
recognize that full scale testing may give different results
and that strain field development may not be as easy to
catch in an industrial vessel as in experiments or in dif-
ferent experimental geometries for that matter. More work
is needed testing the methods and technology on actual
pressure vessels, also using through thickness methods for
comparison.

The DIC system used here is already outdated com-
pared to the cutting edge technological development on
the DIC front. It is a technology with big industrial and
consumer interest, with algorithms and methods available
as open source [23–25] or embedded in commercial hard-
ware such as cell phones, for example for facial recogni-
tion [26]. Besides investing more work in quantifying ac-
ceptable strain changes, the principles outlined here may
serve as a basis for developing a damage detection system
relying on an emerging technology with high scientific, in-
dustrial and consumer interest. Provided an area of interest
in a pressure vessel with known high strains (valve, small
damage from use etc.), the post processing concepts out-
lined in this work may be sufficient information to judge
the integrity and potential damage development provided
a high resolution image.

5 Conclusion
A split disk fatigue test of a ringwith a circular hole cut from
a filament wound glass fiber reinforced pressure vessel was
carried out. The strain field around the hole was measured
by Digital Image Correlation (DIC) at peak load for every
50th cycle. The test lasted 127 000 cycles. It was found that
progressive damage in thematrix redistributed strain in the
fiber direction throughout the test until catastrophic fail-
ure. The redistribution was observed through monitoring
Strain Concentration Factors (SCFs) and shift of peak strain
location over critical cross sections, both of which lowered
and moved with increasing number of fatigue cycles.

While matrix damage redistributed and lowered strain
in the direction of the fiber it also eased travel of progressive
fiber failure. The area showing most strain redistribution
was the area to develop fiber failure first. Other areas with
less strain redistribution did not develop fiber failure de-
spite having a higher SCF and strain in the fiber direction
in single material points.

Strains could be close to the ultimate strain over consid-
erable cycle spans provided little matrix damage developed
locally.

Through microscopy it was found that fatigue damage
of the matrix material progressed as debonding of single
fibers along borders of matrix cracks and voids. Fatigue of
composites occurs in three phases: a stable phase, a ma-
trix damage phase and a sudden fiber failure phase; which
marks the end of fatigue life. The strain redistributive be-
havior of thematrix damage phasemay be advantageous in
fatigue sensitive applications creating a stable and evenly
distributed strain field. Matrix damage may lower strain
around any damaged area and make it converge to the far
field strain over time, removing the initial strain concen-
tration. Better control of the structural integrity and higher
confidence in lifetime evaluations may result frommonitor-
ing damaged areas and weak spots in commercial pressure
vessels with DIC combined with the post processing meth-
ods presented in this study. Considering the rapid growth of
image recognition technology, research on such technology
for structural integrity monitoring may yield high scientific
and commercial gains.
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